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Abstract

The vestibular system detects the velocity of the head even in complete darkness, and thus contributes to spatial orientation. However, during vestibular estimation of linear passive self-motion distance in darkness, healthy human subjects mainly rely on time, and they replicate also stimulus duration when required to reproduce previous self-rotation. We then made the hypothesis that the perception of vestibular-sensed motion duration is embedded within encoding of motion kinetics. The ability to estimate time during passive self-motion in darkness was examined with a self-rotation reproduction paradigm. Subjects were required to replicate through self-driven transport the plateau velocity (30, 60 and 90 °/s) and duration (2, 3 and 4 s) of the previously imposed whole-body rotation (trapezoid velocity profile) in complete darkness; the rotating chair position was recorded (500 Hz) during the whole trials. The results showed that the peak velocity, but not duration, of the plateau phase of the imposed rotation was accurately reproduced. Suspecting that the velocity instruction had impaired the duration reproduction, we added a control experiment requiring subjects to reproduce two successive identical rotations separated by a momentary motion interruption (MMI). The MMI was of identical duration to the previous plateau phase. MMI duration was fidelitously reproduced whereas that of the plateau phase was hypometric (i.e. lesser reproduced duration than plateau) suggesting that subjective time is shorter during vestibular stimulation. Furthermore, the accurate reproduction of the whole motion duration, that was not required, indicates an automatic process and confirms that vestibular duration perception is embedded within motion kinetics.
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The contribution of the vestibular system to orientation and localization of the body in space has long been suggested, and recent studies have shown that indeed, for passive angular whole-body motion in darkness [3,12,13,16,21,22], the brain can retrieve the traveled path amplitude from vestibular information (together with somatosensory information). These estimates of angular self-motion are probably computed first by time integrations (from the vestibular signal of acceleration to position) and then through the more topologic (spatial and temporal) “path integration” [17,18].

However, in our experiments on distance estimation of linear transport [2,11], subjects used time (they mentally counted) to complement vestibular information in order to evaluate their self-rotation magnitude. Furthermore, when required to reproduce self-rotation amplitude, subjects reproduced also motion duration (and peak velocity) [10,21]. We then made the hypothesis that time was reproduced “automatically”, i.e. that the perception of vestibular-sensed motion duration is embedded within the encoding of motion kinetics and cannot be processed independently during motion.

Subjects were required to reproduce the plateau duration of the previously imposed rotation, in complete darkness. In order to examine also the effect of motion velocity on time estimate, different plateau velocities were used, and the subjects had to replicate both the duration and the velocity of the plateau. The aim of the plateau segment (stimulus shorter than 5 s) was to provide target time intervals start/end cues through the motion inertial acceleration steps per se, thus without additional sensory input in order to avoid the possible different sensory modality influence [19] on vestibular time estimation.

Sixteen healthy volunteers (eight men and eight women), aged 19–41 years, participated in this study which was accepted
by the local ethics committee, and all signed an informed consent prior participation.

Subjects were seated on a motorized rotating chair turning about the vertical axis. The instant angular position was recorded (500 Hz), from which velocity and acceleration were computed off-line. The subjects could be passively moved (stimulus) with the chair driven by a PC micro-computer, or they could drive themselves the chair with a joystick controlling rotational velocity (response). The experiment was performed in complete darkness, and the subjects wore a walkman delivering wide-band noise in order to mask external auditory cues.

The task was to reproduce in the same direction (clockwise) the previously imposed rotation, which had a trapezoid velocity profile (Table 1, Fig. 1A and B): three plateau velocities (PV: 30, 60 and 90), and three plateau durations (PD: 2, 3 and 4 s) contingent to three acceleration steps (40, 50 and 60°/s²) were applied, leading to nine different angles (range 82–496°). Those nine trials were repeated four times in random order. Subjects were instructed to reproduce specifically the plateau velocity and duration of the stimulus motion. The maximal velocity of the responses was 100°/s, and joystick driven chair acceleration was 80°/s². Subjects were told that the more they would push the joystick the faster the chair would rotate,
and were allowed 5 min practice in darkness before to start the experiment.

As we wanted to determine which variables were more accurately reproduced by the subjects, we used gains (amplitude ratios: response/stimulus), in order to be able to compare the performance also when different variables (of velocity, time, ...)

were involved. The four repeated trials were pooled, and repeated measures ANOVAs over stimulus PV (3) × PD (3) on the different gains were applied.

It can first be seen in Fig. 1A and B that the plateau velocity was not reached in one shot, but subjects apparently hesitated before to adopt a plateau velocity, and then maintained the same velocity until the end of plateau duration. The plateau was defined as the whole area (line) where velocity changes were smaller than 10/\%.

The overall gain of the plateau duration (GPDur) was 0.78 ± 0.19 (mean ± S.D., n = 16; S.D. of the overall gain is greater than the S.D. at each PD or each PV because the corresponding mean gains were different, Table 2), thus lower than 1 (the ideal gain), and with no difference between men (0.77 ± 0.20, n = 8) and women (0.79 ± 0.18).

Surprisingly, even for a duration as short as 2 s, the subjects undershot this plateau, although this undershot was relatively less at 2 s than at 3 and 4 s PD (Table 2). While it was always lower than unity, GPDur increased with stimulus PV (F[2,30] = 11.78, p < 0.0002). This suggests that subjective time was relatively longer at higher velocities. Furthermore, the slopes of the plateau duration stimulus–response regression lines were significantly different from zero in only eight subjects, and were low (0.48 ± 0.15, n = 8). So globally the subjects did not succeed reproducing the plateau duration.

As the plateau was only a segment of the whole rotation, the reproduction of the plateau duration was also analyzed.

The overall total duration gain (GTDur) was 1.09 ± 0.11 (thus higher and with smaller S.D. than GPDur). The slopes of the total duration stimulus–response regression lines were different from zero in 14 subjects, and were higher than for the plateau duration (0.72 ± 0.13, n = 14). Duration reproduction is therefore easier for the whole motion than for only a part of it. Unlike GPDur, GTDur was almost always higher than 1. This suggests that the responses were longer than the stimulus, but only before and after the plateau.

This was checked through the time-to-plateau (TTP), corresponding to the motion acceleration phase (Table 1), as well as on the other side of the plateau, i.e. the time-from-plateau (TFP), corresponding to the deceleration phase. The overall TTP gain was 2.34 ± 0.40 and TFP gain was 1.35 ± 0.47. The high TTP gain shows that the subjects drove softly: it was negatively correlated (p = 0.024) with a low acceleration gain (0.62 ± 0.14), and TFP gain was negatively correlated with the deceleration gain (0.99 ± 0.26). The high gains of TTP and TFP explain why the total duration gain was higher than 1 whereas the plateau duration gain was lower.

The overall gain of plateau velocity (GVel) was 0.97 ± 0.08, i.e. very close to 1. GVel was higher than GPDur (t-test for dependent samples, t = 3.32, p < 0.005). It can also be noted that the inter-individual variability (S.D.) of GVel was smaller than for GPDur.

GVel was higher than 1 at the lowest stimulus PV (30/\%) and lower than 1 at both higher PVs (F[2,30] = 72.30, p < 0.0001; Table 2). But it should be noted that the stimulus angles at 30/\% PV were all smaller than a half-turn (180°) and were all larger than 180° at higher PVs (Table 1): the rotation angle might have influenced the reproduction of its velocity. The slopes of the plateau velocity stimulus–response regression lines were highly significantly different from zero in all subjects (0.71 ± 0.12).

Furthermore, GVel increased with increasing stimulus PD (F[2,30] = 14.10, p < 0.0001; Table 2). This suggests that longer stimulus plateau duration allowed the subjects reaching a higher plateau velocity.

Because the poor performance in plateau duration reproduction could at least partly be due to the concurrent instruction on plateau velocity, we devised a control test with zero velocity. Five subjects were required to reproduce the duration of the momentary motion interruption (MMI) between two successive identical rotations (Fig. 1C). So as above the subjects replicated the whole stimulus, but it included here two rotations (of 100, 120, and 140°) and the MMI. MMI durations were similar to the previous plateau condition (2–4 s). The peak velocity of the two surrounding rotations was 60/\%/s and the acceleration was 50/\%/s², i.e. the characteristics of the previous middle plateau rotation.

The main result of this control experiment was that the MMI duration replication was accurate: the gain was 0.90 ± 0.18 (n = 5; it was 0.95 ± 0.2, 0.88 ± 0.18 and 0.87 ± 0.19 for MMI of 2, 3 and 4 s, respectively), and the stimulus–response regression slope was 0.79 ± 0.25 (different from zero for all subjects).

Whereas GPDur (0.75 ± 0.06 at 60/\% PV) and the MMI duration gain were not significantly different, the stimulus–response duration slopes were higher for MMI (t = 2.82, p = 0.017) than for the eight subjects with a slope different from zero in the plateau experiment. Furthermore, the peak velocity gains of the two surrounding rotations (0.91 ± 0.10 for the first and 0.99 ± 0.14 for the second rotation) were not different from the plateau velocity gain. Finally, the duration gains of the surrounding rotations were 0.89 ± 0.08 and 0.92 ± 0.09 for the first and...
the second rotation, respectively. So as in the plateau experiment, the total duration of motion was accurately reproduced.

The main result of this control experiment is that without motion also responses durations were undershot, but to a much lesser degree than during motion, and the slopes of the stimulus–response regression lines revealed that the MMI duration was indeed replicated, which was not the case during motion.

In this paper we tested the hypothesis that the perception of vestibular-sensed motion duration is embedded within the encoding of motion kinetics. The main result is that the plateau durations of imposed whole-body rotations were not correctly reproduced, while the durations of the total motion, although this was not requested, were accurately reproduced. This supports the idea that perception of vestibular-motion time cannot be encoded via a channel separate of that of motion.

The plateau duration reproductions were always too short, and only half of the subjects exhibited a satisfying plateau duration stimulus–response relationship, while without motion (MMI) all subjects had a significant stimulus–response time relationship. It is known that constant self-motion velocity is not immediately perceived, but that the same time constant applies also to zero-velocity perception after an acceleration step [15].

Furthermore, plateau duration gain (GPDur) tended to increase with stimulus velocity (PV), suggesting that subjective time was longer at higher self-velocity. This supports the results of [4,20] about moving visual stimuli, where faster speeds lengthened reproduced time. But apart of the effect of velocity, the overall small GPDur suggests that the subjective time is shorter during self-motion than without motion (as suggested by the MMI experiment), as it is with timing of visual stimulation relative to auditory stimulation [19].

For the total motion duration, the fact that only two subjects (among 16) did not produce adequate stimulus–response duration regression slopes suggests that total motion duration reproduction is automatic. Furthermore, the mean time gain was far from unity at each motion stage including the plateau where the instruction applied, but was close to 1 and its S.D. was lower for the total duration. So the subjects did not handle the exercise as a sequence of discrete temporal events (although this is what we had expected), but naturally retrieved the overall motion temporal envelope. It should be noted that in this reproduction paradigm, duration criterion is disfavored, since while velocity or angle can be adjusted through corrections in both the up and down directions, time repetition cannot be adjusted in the downward direction. This may be one reason why the subjects quasi-systematically undershot response duration, both in the plateau and MMI reproductions. But a decay theory of forgetting temporal information in visually-guided movements was suggested [8], which might apply also for non-Visually guided movements.

There is an important literature about time estimation and attention, mainly based on dual-tasks [5,7]. However, our task was not a dual one, because the subjects were indeed required to reproduce two concurrent variables of the same motion, and some subjects actually complained about it, but those two variables were not conflicting and, moreover, they were reproduced in sequence. The subjects first attempted to reach the right velocity, and then just had to keep the joystick at the same position during the right duration (Fig. 1A and B). However, we observed the classic interference effect in timing: the concurrent non-temporal task (velocity reproduction) may have contributed to the underestimation of vestibular-sensed motion time reproduction [6,9].

It should also be noted that the stimulus was passive and the response was active (self-driven), while it is known that less attention shortens subjective duration [7,14]. If attention and activity are interdependent, then the lesser attention devoted to the passive stimulus duration (shorter stimulus subjective duration) followed by the higher attention devoted to the active response duration (longer reproduction subjective duration), would combine until magnify response duration undershoot. However, the same argument should also apply to the MMI test, where the responses tended to last longer than with the plateau.

So the self-driven plateau response was subjectively shorter than the self-driven immobile response.

Surprisingly, the subjects did not try to reach as quickly as possible the plateau they had to reproduce, since the time-to-plateau gain was much higher than unity and the acceleration was low, as if they tried to avoid passing beyond the stimulus velocity. This behavior could explain the second main result, namely that plateau velocity was quite accurately reproduced, according to the gain and the regressions. It can be noted that GVel was higher than unity only at the smallest PV. This could partly be attributed to the range effect, but this smallest PV was also the only stimulus at which the angles were smaller than 180°. This suggests an additional effect of rotation amplitude on velocity reproduction, and brings a new result on the perception of self-rotation velocity [1,15].

It could be argued that the post-rotatory sensations occurring after the stimulus plateau onset distorted its duration estimate, so what was measured was this distortion. But it is well-known that post-rotatory sensations are highly idiosyncratic, and rapidly adapt and decay [21], while no difference was found in the plateau duration reproduction during the experiment (of 36 trials).

Our temporal results showed that the subjects could not reproduce what they had to (plateau duration) and did reproduce what they were not required to (total motion duration). So on one hand the whole motion duration is automatically replicated with motion dynamics, and on the other hand a segment of motion cannot be extracted with all motion properties.
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